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ADAPTI: DBI BOSS, AJIYA  ATTENDS CLOSING CEREMONY AT NILE UNIVERSITY OF NIGERIA.
The President/CEO,  Digital Bridge Institute, DBI, Prof. Mohammed Ajiya on 
Friday, 29th July, 2022 attended the closing ceremony of Advanced Digital 
Appreciation Programme for Tertiary Institutions (ADAPTI). The ceremony 
took place at the NILE  University campus, Abuja following a successful 
training of some teaching and non- teaching staff of the university by the DBI 
resource persons. In his remarks, Prof. Ajiya informed of the NCC's 
intervention in the empowerment of Nigerians on digital literacy through the 
Advanced Digital Appreciation Programme for Tertiary Institutions in 
Nigeria (ADAPTI) which has led to the empowerment of over 100,000 staff 
of tertiary institutions in the country. He appreciated the support of the 
NCC under the able leadership of Prof U.G Danbatta  the Executive Vice 
Chairman and CEO. Stressing further,  he encouraged the trainees to 
apply the knowledge and skills acquired from the training in their work 
environment, and thus become good ambassadors of DBI. Speaking at the 
closing ceremony,  the Vice Chancellor of Nile University of Nigeria, Prof 
Dilli Dogo specifically thanked and appreciated NCC and DBI for the 
laudable ADAPTI programme (Advanced Digital Appreciation Programme 
for Tertiary Institutions) brought to the University to equip teaching and non 
teaching staff with digital skills needed in the University environment. 
Impressed by the quality of teaching methodology,  both the participants 
and NILE university management thanked and appreciated the DBI's in-
house-expert Mr. Emeka Nzeih and Subect Matter Expert Dr. Rauf lbrahim 
respectively, for their delivery skills and professionalism during the 5-day 
intensive training. Accolades and encomiums were poured on them, and 
the participants expressed satisfaction for delivery methods engaged by 
the DBI training team. Participants were at the end awarded certificates 
and declared Alumni of the Digital Bridge Institute, DBI. DBI's President/CEO  during his address at the occasion 
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DBI PRESIDENT GRACES BPSR LUNCH TIME SEMINAR. 
The President/CEO, Prof Mohammed 
Ajiya today graced the "Lunch Time 
Seminar' organized by the Bureau of 
Public Service Reforms. The seminar 
was instituted to address topical issues 
in the public domain so as to 
encourage cross fertilisation of ideas in 
the area of Digital Identification. The 
event which was tagged: National 
Digital Identity Ecosystem: "Strategic 
Pillar for Nation Building" was attended 
by several dignitaries as well as people 
from all walks of life.  The DBI 
President was accompanied to the 
event by the Head, of Public Affairs 
Unit Mr. Akin Ogunlade  and Temidayo 

Babansulaimon respectively.  
President/CEO granting an interview with the NTA. 

 
From 4th left Director,  BPSR Mr. Dasuki Ibrahim Arabi, DBI President,  Prof. Mohammed Ajiya and other dignitaries at the events. 

WORK SMARTER - COMPUTER HACKS THAT WILL IMPROVE YOUR PERFORMANCE AND TURNAROUND TIME 
Working smart is when you find ways to effectively and efficiently complete a task in the required quality while managing time. Being a smart worker saves your time as you can find ways to complete 
multiple tasks using innovative approaches. This is even more pertinent in today’s dispensations in modern businesses and off ices where the PC is a dominant tool for most office activities. 
Computers, for instance are intended to minimize workloads, simplify and fast track tasks. They are designed to accomplish so much within the shortest period of time. The time take to accomplish 
such tasks often depend on the approach to the task. The most innovative approach or tricks are often the easiest, efficient and take lesser time to complete. Many of this approach gets better as 
you get to know your way around your computer. You get to learn more ways, more tricks to refine your skills. Of course, with so many people worldwide using Microsoft Windows in all its various 
forms, it is  rather not surprising that there are a lot of tips, tricks and hacks that you might not know about. This articles brings you some of these tricks you probably didn't know about.  

*Turn On Speech recognition.* 
*1. Why bother typing when Word can do that for you –  Using Dictation on Microsoft office word* 
Open Microsoft Word. 
- Click Windows + H on windows. For Mac users, press the fn button twice. 
- A prompt will pop up on the title bar at the top of the window with a set-up link for dictation and online speech recognition. 
- On your Microsoft Word, a dictation toolbar will appear in the voice group. Tap to start your dictation. Word will type out 
that minute, lecture, memo or report, making your work easier, faster, efficient and smarter. 
Note: While this feature does not only work for Microsoft Word but also in other applications using Microsoft Online Speech 
Recognition Technology, note that you will need a microphone and an internet connection to use feature. 
*Master Control Panel – Putting together Windows most powerful features in one place.* 
The Windows Master Control Panel is a shortcut to access all the OS control panels from within a single folder. 
On your Desktop, or any other location, create a new folder and name it as {GODMODE.{ED7BA470-8E54-465E-825C-
99712043E01C} 
There you go. You have all your utility tools in one place. This saves you the trouble of having to locate a tool during those 
rainy days in the office. 
*Rename multiple files at once*  
Sometimes, renaming a whole load of file could be so tasking especially when you want to give them the same name.  
Selecting all the files (using mouse, shift + navigation/arrow keys, or ctrl button + mouse) and clicking the F2 button will 
give you access to name the folders at once. Windows will append (1), (2) or a (3)  depending on the number of files for 
easier identification. 
*Locking your PC instantly* 
One of the vulnerabilities in information/cyber security is leaving your laptop/desktop PC open around friends, visitors and 
other non-authorized personnel in the office while on a short trip to the canteen, restroom or your supervisor. It’s good to 
get into the habit of pressing Windows + L every time you leave your system unattended. 
Unlike logging out, this will take your computer back to its lock screen while keeping all your windows and documents open. 
Any person intending to use the PC will have to know your password. 
By Abubakar Abdulsalam 
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DBI CELEBRATES WITH OSAS ON HIS WEDDING DAY 

It's happily ever after for,  Mr. 
Osarentin Enagbare and 
Mrs. Mary Enagbare ! on the 
23rd July 2022  when they 
tied the nuptial knot, and said 
"I do." in front of the people 
who love them most. Mr 
Osas showed off his inner 
Princely  disposition in a 
smoking Tuxedo. While his 
bride, Mrs Mary looked like a 
fairytale Princess in her snow 
white wedding gown.  
The occasion which was held 
at the FCT Christian Pilgrims 
Welfare Event Centre Wuse, 
Abuja and was graced by 
quite number  of the DBI 
family. 
The President/CEO and the 
entire Dbi's staff wishes the 
couple a happy married life 
and abundance blessings as 
they sealed their love. 
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DBI LAGOS COMMENCES 1ST SEMESTER 200 LEVEL NID EXAMINATION. 
The DBI Lagos Learning Centre commences its 
1st semester examination for the 200 level 
students of the National Innovation Diploma 
program currently in session.  
The examination is to commence on the 8th of 
August and ends on 19th August 2022. The 
2021/2022 academic session of the 200 level 
commenced lectures on the 11th of April after 
registration was conducted for the returning 
students who recently completed their 3 months 
Student Industrial Work Experience Scheme 
(SIWES). The semester covered 15 weeks of 
lectures and hands-on practicals involving 
applied project based learning (PBL). The aim of 
the PBL is to encourage students to learn by 
doing and work with themselves to solve 
complex and real world challenges, this is 
usually done under the supervision of the 
instructor. 

 
Cross section of NID Multimedia Technology Students in the production room 

DIGITAL BRIDGE INSTITUTE LAGOS LEARNING CENTRE COMMENCES 2022 ICT SUMMER BOOTCAMP 
The Lagos Learning Centre of the Digital Bridge Institute is set to commence its annual ICT 
Summer Holiday Boot-camp for the year 2022, it promises to be a great time of  impactful 
Learning and team bonding experience for the young once during the long vacation.  Apart from 
the hands-on oriented ICT classes, there will also be team bonding activities such as: 

• Outdoor games 

• Thinking outside the box 

• Verbal and non verbal communication. 

• Presentation skills.  

• Team spirit.  

• Self esteem.  

• Making Friends and being a good friend, showing empathy and lots more. 
This years Summer Boot-camp promises to be more impactful as the participants from the last 
years event are eager to come back to partake in this year's Summer Bootcamp. 
The Programme would commence from August 8-19 2022 at 9am Daily. 
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